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• How can public engagement help? 

• What kind of public engagement? 

• What can budget officials do to support public 
engagement?  (with examples)

• What can others do to support public engagement? 
(with examples)

Overview

Problem: Policies required to achieve short-term fiscal 
consolidation and long-term financial sustainability (i.e., 
program cuts and tax increases) are unpopular and difficult 
to enact.



The Problem

•The main obstacle to building public support 

for difficult choices on our nation’s finances 

and future is not public opposition to tax 

increases or program cuts, nor is it lack of 

interest; the main obstacle is deeply felt and 

pervasive mistrust of government. 

•“Americans Deliberate Our Nation’s Finances and Future: 

•It’s Not About Taxes--It’s About Trust”

•Viewpoint Learning



A wide--and serious--disconnect between 

citizens and leaders

What Citizens See

• “Black box” of budgeting and  

decision-making

• Powerful special interests 

and partisanship

• Little of value being done to 

address challenges

• Experts are running the 

show

What Leaders See

• People “wanting it all” but 

unwilling to pay for it

• An uninformed public that 

has little of value to offer 

policy making

• Apathetic citizens who do not 

want to be engaged

• Activists hijack all attempts at 

public dialogue

Source:  Viewpoint Learning, 2004



How Can Public Engagement Help?  

• Create a constituency for fiscal responsibility:

‣ Better informed and more realistic citizens

‣ Build support for responsible fiscal policies that require 
establishment of priorities, trade-offs and compromise to find 
common ground

• Encourage good government by improving efficiency, 
transparency and accountability: 

‣ Better-functioning democracy 

‣ Improved citizen oversight

‣ Greater trust in government



How Can Public Engagement Help?
(continued)  

• Citizens are:* 

‣ Eager to become engaged, but lack opportunities

‣ Willing to set aside initial biases and opinions to learn, discuss, 
debate and compromise

‣ Will accept unpopular tax increases and spending cuts but 
must meet two conditions:

• Solve the problem

• Everyone contributes to the solution

• *Findings from The Exercise in Hard Choices



What kind of Public Engagement?

• Existing Emphasis in work by OECD and World Bank:  
Consultation and Control

• But, practical barriers to greater citizen participation 
multiplied at the national level

‣ Distance is the reality: proximity not possible

‣ Issues are NOT local: instead are very complicated

‣ Scale is a problem: individual citizens cannot have influence



Public Engagement at the National 

Level

• Improve civic capacity and empowering citizens to 
make more informed public judgments 

• Share information and promote knowledge

• Use technology to attract and appeal to broad 
audiences

• Adopt multi-pronged effort

‣ Government to citizen

‣ Government to civil society organization (CSO)

‣ CSO to citizen

‣ Citizen to citizen



What can budget officials do?

• Make information available 

‣ Pre-requisite to an informed public debate

‣ Virtuous cycle: Information-transparency-accountability-
engagement-more information-greater transparency-improved 
accountability-more engagement . . . .

• Improve the quality--not just the quantity--of 
information

‣ Accurate, credible, factual, comprehensive, and timely

‣ Accessible--presentation and organization



What can budget officials do? 

Budget Office Websites

• Best offense: 

‣ Direct, unfiltered communication to citizens

‣ Demonstrates openness and enhances credibility

• Best defense:

‣ Information vacuum leads to proliferation of misinformation

‣ Official information provides primary reference and a 
benchmark 



Examples: Budget Office Websites

• Passive Information

‣ U.S. Office of Management and Budget

‣ Australian Commonwealth Budget

‣ New Zealand Treasury, Key Facts for Taxpayers

‣ Japan Ministry of Finance, Let’s Talk About Taxes

‣ Department of Finance, Canada, Where Your Tax Dollar Goes

http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/
http://www.budget.gov.au/
http://www.treasury.govt.nz/budget2007/taxpayers/
http://www.fin.gc.ca/taxdollar06/mm/taxdollars0506_e.html






Examples: Budget Office Websites

• Active-Interactive Sites

‣ France:  Ministry of Economics and Finance

• BudgetFlash

• Cyberbudget

‣ UK: HM Treasury 2007 Comprehensive Spending Review

http://www.performance-publique.gouv.fr/
http://csr07.treasury.gov.uk/






Examples:  Government-Sponsored Active 

Listening/ Public Education

• Electronic Discussion (asynchronous)

‣ France:  Les Forums--How to reduce the public debt

• On-Line Public Consultation

‣ Canada: Consulting with Canadians

‣ Hong Kong: Tax Reform

http://www.forums.gouv.fr/article_archive.php3?id_article=115
http://www.fin.gc.ca/activty/consult/fiscbal_e.html
http://www.fin.gc.ca/activty/consult/fiscbal_e.html
http://www.taxreform.gov.hk/








What Others Can Do
Non-Governmental Public Engagement 

Activities

• Civil Society Organizations

‣ International Budget Project --Coalition of Analytic and 
Advocacy groups

‣ U.S. Concord Coalition Fiscal Wake-Up Tour-- public education 
and outreach

‣ U.S. California Next Ten-- interactive, educational website

http://www.internationalbudget.org/index.htm
http://concordcoalition.org/events/fiscal-wake-up/index.html
http://concordcoalition.org/events/fiscal-wake-up/index.html
http://concordcoalition.org/events/fiscal-wake-up/index.html
http://nextten.org/index.php




Informal Public Engagement:

Unorganized Initiatives

• Google search for “United States Budget”--57,100,000 
hits

‣ Wikipedia United States Budget Process = 3rd resource

‣ Similar results for other countries

• Blog search  “United States Budget”--149,000 postings

• The Budget Graph

"A few years ago the debate was about whether the media 
controlled politicians or whether politicians controlled the media... 
Now it is about how we are all responding to the explosive power 
of citizens, consumers and bloggers.”

Chancellor Gordon Brown, Davos, January 25, 2007

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_federal_budget
http://thebudgetgraph.com/view




Public Engagement: Conclusion

• Goals

‣ Build civic capacity and budget/fiscal literacy

‣ Good government/better budget outcomes

• Budget Officials’ Role

‣ Satisfy information needs of a public audience 

‣ Provide reliable and comprehensive information in accessible 
and usable form

• A Cautionary Note

‣ Design issues: harder to inform and educate than to tell 
citizens what to think  

‣ Consultation a better vehicle for public education than 
representative participation
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